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INTRODUCTION
I
5, e a e still o the e ge of a e e a of
the ap . A d et, al ead the e has ee t e e dous
success; success which would have been unattainable by
conventional medicine, especially in terms of quickness,
reliability and lack of side effects. To let the cat out of
the ag ight a a : The e the ap is 't all that e ,
but has been known to all cultures for thousands of
years. And it has never been completely supplanted by
este
o
este o thodo
edi i e. No el a out
it are our scientific approach and its systematic
advancement. The effects of the below mentioned
products from this new branch of therapy can be
verified through scientifically accepted methods.
It all revolves around subtle energy (= extremely weak
energy).
This manuscript, however, is not only about the new
type of therapy, but – quite intentionally – about the
consolidation of the medical layman's consciousness.
Everybody should seek to maximize their selfdetermination, strengthen their self-confidence and
acquire fundamental knowledge about the body's
biological and biophysical interrelations in order to make
autonomous decisions (instead of simply trusting a
physician).
The author will show you how simply physics, biology
and medicine can be made comprehensible. Not only
4
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that – it's going to be really exciting and highly
interesting. You will become able to make yet
unimagined changes pertaining to your health and
quality of life. If you heed all the advice, your therapist
won't be getting as many visits from you as he used to.
Notice for legal reasons: This document is no substitute
for your physician or therapist.
Note: The author largely
abstains from the use of
specialized language in
order to elevate general
comprehension. The
diagnoses in later case
studies have been
penned by those
o e ed as is ; the
have not been altered
by the author.
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I. PRECONDITIONS FOR COMPREHENSION
If we ask ourselves what we live on, the fundamental
answer is: Of course from nutrition, hydration and
respiration (the oxygen thereof). Thanks to them, we
can move, generate heat, breathe, think, feel, etc.
Alright. But I need to dig deeper, as the answer doesn't
quite satisfy me: What happens with the food, the water
and the oxygen? It's clear: After passing the digestive
system, they enter the body's cells, are broken down by
various enzymes and thus changed. In this way, different
molecules that are particular to every living being – no
matter if human, animal, plant, etc. – are formed. They
replace the existing molecules in the body's cells. [Note:
Molecules are compounds of at least two similar or
different atoms. Their composition determines whether
they are sugars, fats, proteins, vitamins, enzymes,
hormones, etc.].
Excellent. So nutrients, water and oxygen are being
e ha ged ith used ole ules ithi the od 's
cells. This answer too is correct. But now we're back at
our initial question. I'd like to know exactly how many
ato s I o su ed fo
a th, o e e ts,
heartbeat, etc., and what became of them.
The answer is surprisingly simple. One just doesn't
consciously realize it, even though it's highly interesting.
Fundamentally, medicine and biology are based on this
very fact alone, which simply is: Not a single atom that
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has been absorbed will ever be used up. As has already
been mentioned, atoms are of course being employed in
the material interchange within cells, but they
themselves will at some point – be it hours, days, weeks
or months later – be replaced and excreted. Therefore,
life requires nothing more than energy, which is being
produced by the transformation of carbohydrate, fat
and protein molecules with the addition of oxygen and
water. Without exception, all atoms reappear within
bowel movements, urine, sweat and breath.
That is quite interesting: We live and work mentally and
physically, we generate heat merely through energy. We
do not consume a single atom to do so, but only extract
the energy necessary for life from it.
So this energy itself doesn't have any mass, as do neither
warmth, light, sound and last but not least thoughts and
sensations. And there we are right at the center of the
othe of all s ie e -- physics -- already.
There is only one fundamental science on which all other
sciences build. It is physics. And the entirety of physics
itself consists of only one quantity. It is energy. Energy
itself doesn't possess a lot of perceptible or measurable
parameters. They are gravity, electricity, magnetism,
scalar waves and neutrinos – and up until this day, that's
it.
These quantities determine or control the entire
cosmos. To understand single parts, let us begin with the
whole. Usually, we think about beginnings and ends. But
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they don't exist when it comes to a circle, for example.
In order to avoid endless philosophical debates, let us
envision a beginning, for example where the compass
started drawing the circle. Initially, there was...nothing.
But othi g a ot e ist. The e has to ha e ee
energy. Therefore, space itself must have contained
nothing but energy. And that's merely the beginning.
Space consists of energy, nothing but energy. Energy
doesn't have mass. It creates the state of the vacuum of
space.
Yet, mass has been formed. How should one imagine
this? I offer two feasible modern theories, the second of
which will accompany us through this document, in
order to inspire awe and excitement in everybody, so
that humility and – consequently – altered ways of
thinking, feeling and acting may follow.
1. 1st theory (Konstantin Meyl): Space energy consists
of vortexes of all dimensions and magnitudes. Under
certain circumstances, vortexes can compress ever
further, eventually forming matter. To maintain this
compressed state, a steady external supply of energy
is required, again provided by either the cosmos or
other compressed vortexes of typically higher energy.
The gargantuan compressed energy we call the sun,
for example, supports the much smaller compressed
energy known as Earth with so-called neutrinos in the
form of scalar waves. Again, this is massless energy,
of which a certain percentage perpetually compresses
within the Earth's crust, thereby making Earth grow.
8
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2. 2nd theory (Hartmut Müller): Global-Scaling-Theory.
As this physical model describes the entire cosmos,
which – as we have seen – consists of a massive,
empty space and some mass (dust, comets, stars,
galaxies, etc.), it also describes the science of life
(biology) and thus the science of healing (medicine).
Therefore, it needs to be explained first –
comprehensively, of course. You will be better
capable of understanding medical statements, as well
as the fundamental problems of you and your fellow
man, afterwards.
The first theory concerns the te
s ale , al ead ,
hi h is o tai ed i the te
s ala a es . I the
second theory, it reappears as a common term of the
E glish la guage, a el s ali g . So the e is s ali g
within the entire cosmos. Maybe this initially reminds us
of a yardstick. As we all know, it has a linear subdivision
(like a ruler from math class). If a certain length is
determined as 1 by it, twice that length is 2, thrice that
length 3, and so on. With these units, we can calculate,
construct, build, etc. Ultimately, it's a tool to establish
order. But order according to linear dimensions doesn't
exist anywhere within the cosmos! To operate in
accordance with linear – i.e. uniform – dimensions is a
remarkable characteristic of the human brain (so far, it
still works).
But is 't the te
glo al s ali g a o t adi tio if the
cosmos indeed does not exhibit divisions of the type
imagined by our brains? How is it with global space? It
has to be subdivided, from the smallest to the largest, in
9
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terms of the dimensions of its energy waves, the
distances between celestial bodies, galaxies, etc.
And it is, only different. All dimensions – no matter if
space, time or weight – from the diameter of the cosmos
to the smallest unit of matter, from the highest energy
of matter to the smallest of the vacuum – it's all subject
to a logarithmic subdivision (scaling).
So now we only have to deal with the term logarithm. As
its mathematical definition demands foreknowledge
that not everybody has, we will do without math and
explain the logarithm by means of practical examples.
One will notice immediately how quickly our mind
reaches the limits of its imagination, no matter if one is a
scientist or a layman – there really is no difference in
this regard. The scientist may be able to calculate almost
everything with the help of algorithms, but apart from
conceptions about his immediate environment, he will
have no advantage except for a very negligible one.
The little trick we will use is to treat the logarithm as if it
had a linear subdivision. Let's take the subdivision of a
distance for example. Above we plot the linear
proportion, below the common logarithm (of base 10).
Image 1

10
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I can express as 10 km as 1 kilometer, one hundred as 2
and one thousand as 3, etc.
6 kilometers are still easy to envision, but how about a
million kilometers? The imagination fails, already. From
there, things become mere numbers (1 million
kilometers equal the common logarithm of 6). And how
else are we supposed to describe the dimensions of the
cosmos if we are unable to imagine them? In the case of
the yet relatively easily imaginable value of 12, we're
talking about a 1 with 12 zeroes, i.e. 1 trillion kilometers.
But of course, we can apply any arbitrary logarithm to
our scale, for example of base 5 or 2, which would make
things look like this:
Image 2

In case of the common logarithm, we multiplied any
successive number by 10, in case of the base 5
logarithm, we multiply by 5, in case of base 2 by 2, etc.
Thus, the number above displays how many times our
initial value (10, 5 or 2) has been multiplied by itself. In
the process, each successive unit becomes much greater
than all its predecessors combined.

11
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But these logarithms do not exist within the whole of
the cosmos. They are merely meant to serve as a
comprehensive example.
All dimensions, such as size and weight, are subject to a
single logarithm, be it within the cosmos, on Earth, in
any living organism, the dimensions of mountain ranges,
bays, etc. – the so called natural logarithm. Its base is
2.7 (rounded). So let's redraw our scale to be valid
within the entire universe.
Image 3

In case of the easily imaginable number 14, the natural
distance within the cosmos is already over a million
kilometers. This is already unimaginable. But now comes
something totally inconceivable, which lends new
meaning to all of our human strife.
Firstly: The diameter of the cosmos is 162 logarithmic
units (2,7). Mathematically, this is very well supported
by the global scaling theory (and we will ignore theories
that revolve around what exists outside of it). These
logarithms are all divisible by 3 without remainder.
Thus, the logarithmic half of the diameter is 81. By the
a , a ote a out the te
a e , hi h is ofte
employed when speaking of energy: A wave can be
12
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described by 3 dimensions, namely wavelength,
magnitude and direction. Let's draw the largest possible
wave within the cosmos and then – as all subsequent
dimensions are arrived at through division by 3 – also
the 2nd and 3rd.
Image 4

If the largest wave corresponds to 162 logarithms, its
midpoint can be found at 81, and the drawing clearly
illustrates how all waves that are divisible by 3 have to
pass through this midpoint. This drawing is a linear
representation. Were we to depict the curve
logarithmically, we would find that we couldn't, for the
midpoint (81) wouldn't be discernible from the left
margin; even if the large wave were scaled up to be
thousands of kilometers long, one couldn't draw it
distinctly enough. I'm sure that by now you get a sense
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of the impossibility of imagining logarithms beyond
certain dimensions.
A d o , the autho ill a o
ou ith a
unimaginable mathematical fact of central importance
to our life. The above examples have shown how
logarithmic values, while initially growing slowly, soon
reach ever more enormous dimensions. At the point
where matter starts to manifest, it still is almost
infinitely small. Our common units of measurement are
of no use; in comparison to its initial dimensions, a
millimeter would appear inconceivably large. Even with
the most sophisticated of magnification machinery, it
requires in excess of 60 logarithms for anything to
become visible.
Eventually, we arrive at logarithm 81 only to realize in
astonishment: That is merely the size of a human. Or
even better: That is the length of a chromosome, if
untangled. Under no circumstances should you try to
imagine half the diameter of the cosmos as 1.7 m;
logarithmic thinking doesn't at all come naturally to us.
And yet, we perceive brightness logarithmically, we hear
logarithmically, and we sense cold and warmth
logarithmically.
Practical example: We spend half an hour in a basement
in near complete darkness and proceed to enter glaring
sunlight at noon. The differential in brightness amounts
to about a billion. The brain, however, only perceives the
logarithm of a billion, which is approximately 21. And so,

14
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the subjective difference in brightness is merely 21-fold.
Yet, it is enough to make us blink and almost feel pain.
Another example: You s i i ate of 5°C; it feels i
old . At °C, the e is 't u h diffe e e. At a ou d
20°C, it starts becoming bearable, at least for longer
periods than at 5°C or 10°C. 35°C are comfortable, but at
only 5°C (40°C) more, things become intolerable. In
relatively short time, merely 3° more are fatal.
A car with an interior sound level of 70 decibel is
comfortably quiet. At only 8 more decibels, we perceive
it as loud. If one has driven for several hours at 82
decibels, it's best to get some rest in quiet room in order
to recuperate the nervous system.
But back to the chromosomes which carry our genes. Do
you anticipate the profound meaning of the
chromosome length, which just so happens to lie on the
midpoint of the cosmic diameter, where all waves in
space have a common center (nodal point)?
Now we have arrived at the fundamentals of biology and
medicine. Only a few more prerequisite explanations in
order to consolidate our medical thinking.
1. The vacuum of space
In the beginning, the vacuum of space, which
somehow contains energy, was mentioned. Of
course, the oscillations of matter and the vacuum
need to be in unison (harmonic, synchronous,
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resonant), or else the entire system would
collapse.
2. The wave
Each of the infinitely many waves fills the entire
cosmos. In theory, their different lengths
(logarithmically divisible by 3) and magnitudes are
equal at all points in the universe. Physically
speaking, they are also called standing waves.
They require a constant energy influx from
somewhere.
When we were children, we took a long cord, tied
one end to a fence and shook the lose end rapidly
and rhythmically until a regular wave was
produced. If the movements were too quick or
too slow, too weak or too strong, our beautiful
wave collapsed in on itself. If our own movement
was just right, the wave remained harmonic.
3. The notion of time
Very important: If in theory, all standing waves
are measurable at any point in the cosmos, all our
notions of time become irrelevant, as the
measurements in the human-defined past,
present and future have to remain constant. The
implications this has on all kinds of therapy will be
explained later.
4. The harmony
The harmony of oscillations is also maintained if
the vacuum of space and matter shift their
respective pattern of oscillation. Because the
16
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vacuum cannot be entirely void; it is interspersed
with galaxies (star clusters), stars, comets, dust
and the smallest of particles. And matter in turn
consists of more than 99.999% vacuum. Just as
stars (suns, planets) are vastly apart, so are
atomic nuclei and their orbiting electrons.
Therefore, nuclei are also very distant from one
another. But as the distances between stars are
unimaginable on the macroscopic scale, so they
are on the microscopic scale.
Example: Our sun is 8 light minutes apart; that is
480 light seconds. A light second is approximately
300,000 kilometers; so our sun is at a distance of
480 times 300,000 = 144,000,000 (144 million)
kilometers. Who can possibly imagine that? The
next nearest sun is Sirius. It is several light years
apart. Let's just save the paper required for
printing this number. This is our immediate
neighborhood. If one examines the dimensions of
both suns and the billions of other stars in the
universe, they are all divided by inconceivable
distances. When scaling them down to the size of
atoms, the ratio between vacuum and matter is
maintained.

17
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Let's play a game to

Image 5: Somewhere in the prairie, a
female butterfly excretes a barely visible
drop of her sex hormone into the air. At
almost the same time, a male butterfly of
the same species located 10 kilometers
apart locates the female. It can
esti ate di e tio a d distance.

PRINCIPE OF STANDING WAVES

18
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aid our imagination.
Let's take Earth as the center and draw a circle
intersecting Sirius around it. The circle's diameter lies
vastly outside of the range of our imagination. Now we
shrink the whole cosmos down to the size of Earth,
doing the same with the circle touching Sirius. How large
is it by now? – Let's skip the calculations; it would be far
smaller than any visible point. What meaning do Earth
and all of our human strife have??? And yet: Regardless
of size, there is a right to life and health.
What fascinates the author in particular is the incredibly
weak (subtle) energy, which permeates the cosmos as
standing waves and regulates all stronger energies in
living beings. For example: Somewhere in the prairie, a
female butterfly excretes a barely visible drop of her sex
hormone into the air. At almost the same time, a male
butterfly of the same species located 10 kilometers
apa t lo ates the fe ale. It a esti ate di e tio a d
distance. Neither wind direction nor air particles
interfere with this locating process (= the principle of
standing waves).
The energy patterns of the sex hormone are being
modulated upon the cosmic wave patterns, similar to
our radio communications technology (albeit in this case
without standing waves).
Examples of the effects of subtle energies from the
domains of plants and animals are continuously being
discovered in the more recent branches of the biological
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sciences. In order to set the tone for the next chapters,
let us pose the uestio hethe the pa ket of
info atio , as t a s itted th ough atte a d oplet
in case of the butterfly, can also exist within the vacuum.
Another example in this regard:
Two biologists measure the action potential (a physical
measuring method to quantify a living being's energy) of
10 plants in separate pots at fixed times. Then, one of
the scientists travels 5,000 km away. The next day at 10
am, the remaining one measures drastically reduced
energy levels in the third plant from the left. From there
on, the value constantly remains low, without any
discernible external cause. When the traveler returns 2
days later, the second biologist wants to tell him of the
phenomenon. Before he does, the returnee immediately
heads for the plants, rips out the third from the left and
asks if its action potential had plummeted at 10 am 2
days earlier. Because it had been at this point that he
had made the decision to rip it out upon his return.
Experiments such as this have been successfully
repeated many times.
Another intriguing fact is the mutual influence between
matter and living beings (Note: Theoretically, this is a
necessity). For example: Chicken eggs are artificially
brooded. In front of the incubator, a robot roams a
fenced-in area. Upon collision with any obstacle, it
changes direction randomly. After hundreds of changes
in direction, it has travelled the enclosure pretty evenly.
Now, the chicks that have hatched in the meantime are
being released from the incubator through an automatic
20
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door. The first and only thing moving in front of them is
the robot. Instinctively, the chicks treat it as their
mother. Immediately, they start making demands by
chirping. What happens next? From there on, the robot
predominantly moves within the third of the area that is
facing the chicks.
There are many more examples. And none of them have
anything to do with esotericism, but are solid,
repeatable biophysical facts of modern science. In all
cases, regulatory energies or information are the cause,
the controllers that act as spatial patterns of standing
waves. In doing so, it is irrelevant whether the
information patterns are localized in the vacuum or any
kind of matter. Information patterns are everywhere in
general. They are the infinite multitude of keys that fit
into the infinite multitude of keyholes.
Let's refine our definition of the central term
i fo atio : There are as many notions of it as there
are authors. Going by the past sections as well as the
author's globally unique information technique, there is
only one valid definition. To start with, it will be
explained as follows:
1. Information consists of energetic longitudinal
waves that scale logarithmically (scalar waves).
2. Information has spatial patterns.
3. All spatial patterns are infinitely variant
(polymorphic).

21
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4. All variations harmonize among each other
through natural logarithmic division (order).
5. The infinitely many energy patterns harmonize
(oscillate equally) with any pattern of matter, and
thus all loving structures.
6. Information transmits subtle (very weak)
energies.
7. The transformation of information into kinetic
energy or electromagnetic energy can be
measured, as is well known. A direct
measurement of scalar waves, however, is
impossible.
Note: The critical reader might ask how such a weak
energy pattern can possibly move an elephant or a
mosquito. The astoundingly simple answer will be
revealed later.
In conclusion, the oscillation ratios of matter and
vacuum shall be depicted simplified. To do this – and to
better illustrate the point – we will draw fields instead of
lines, naturally in a three stroke rhythm, as we now
know. We choose the logarithms arbitrarily around our
chromosome length.

22
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Image 6

Explanation: The matter oscillations are above, those of
the vacuum below. Above, the wave, which ranges from
79.5 to 82.5, has its midpoint at 81. There, its matter
value is nearly zero. Below 79.5 and 82.5, the vacuum
scale shows the values 78 and 81 (all 4 numbers are
divisible by 3!). Below the number 82.5, i.e. just where
matter has its minimum, we see the number 81, where
the vacuum value shows its maximum. Therefore, both
systems oscillate harmonically and synchronously
(uniformly).
These fundamentals apply to the entire cosmos. One
could simply invert the schematic above, using the
above values for the vacuum and the below values for
matter.
What the graphic does not show, however, is the
following: Picking an arbitrary segment from it and
resizing it to fit, it's essentially congruent with the
original. So this scheme is exclusive to the whole of the
cosmos!!!
Up until now, we tried to simplify the depictions of the
oscillations of the matter and vacuum fractions. It is on

23
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this understanding that
this new type of therapy is
based. Because we
humans (as well as
animals and plants) are
tuned into the cosmic
matter-vacuum-system as
matter-vacuum-systems
ourselves, including our
whole body, its organs,
cells, cell organelles, fluids,
etc. Meanwhile, all of
them possess dimensions
of precisely known ratios
among themselves
(logarithmically divisible
by 3), so that they can
oscillate in sync with the
cosmic system! When
everything within the
human body oscillates
harmonically with the
cosmic waves, the
resulting state is called
health .

PRINCIPE
HEALTH
When everything within
the human body oscillates
harmonically with the
cosmic waves, the
resulting state is called
health

Whatever deviates from
this rhythm is thrown out!
If it's merely miniscule
areas (a rather constant
occurrence within the
body), it's seldom noticed.
24
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But from a certain duration and/or severity, we do
notice, initially as indisposition and eventually as
sickness.

25
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II. SPACE INFORMATION
How should one imagine those oscillations, or rather
infinitely many mutually harmonic oscillations? Do they
act sequentially? From one direction? Or all
simultaneously and from all directions at once?
The answer is simple. As the entire cosmos is, at any
point and any time, permanently permeated with all
oscillations, there are no more directions. They are
simply everywhere at all times, and thus without
direction. They only differ in size, magnitude and infinite
variety of shape. All biological systems have submitted
to these proportions in order to be able to oscillate
synchronously (uniformly): The dimensions of the
human body, the chromosomes, genes, cells, cell
contents, etc. They all display the cosmic oscillation
patte s espo si le fo thei di e sio a ge
(predominantly length and weight measures).
The body's various cell types are at the center of medical
consideration. According to their diversity, they and
their inner contents do not oscillate with a few, or even
a million, frequencies, but instead with innumerably
many – and of course simultaneously. The whole of
these spatial wave patterns provides the cell with
information on how to oscillate correctly in order to
enable a harmonic life. Therefore, every oscillation
pattern is called information or – in this particular
document – information pattern. They are physical
information patterns directing all life, or more precisely:

26
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biophysical information patterns ios is Greek for
life . So the te des i es fo es that ai tai a d
regulate life.
Here is where it gets very interesting and, for most
people, novel. In the beginning, we have been dealing
with the question what we live on and concluded that it
was energy, not the consumption of matter (atoms).
But how is this energy that enables movement, organ
activity, thought, etc. and provides warmth regulated?
Couldn't the energy from nutrients be released all at
once, making a living being explode? That this cannot
happen is due to the excellent cooperation between the
brain, the nerves, hormones and enzymes, which secure
a slow and orderly transformation of the nutritional
molecules through a complex switching mechanism.
Hormones and enzymes are the keys for the enormous
release of energy. These keys only consume a fraction of
the energy contained in food, leaving the lion's share for
our activities. All this is well known.
But here's the kicker: Who or what controls the brain
and nerve cells, hormones and enzymes? The energy
that is required for this must once again be significantly
smaller than that consumed by the brain and nerve cells,
hormones and enzymes.
And how small it is! Unimaginably miniscule for us,
maybe a millionth or even a quadrillionth (1 divided by a
1 with 15 zeroes). No one can imagine such a tiny
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amount of energy. As we have now learned, it of course
stems from the cosmos in the form of information
patterns. Without their oscillations, there would be no
regulation!
Physically speaking, energies are ei g t a sfo ed
between various states. Kinetic energy is transformed
into heat, for example, or Bion energy into electrical or
magnetic energy, or light, etc. According to experts in
energy medicine, 2/3rds of the daily transformations are
sourced from the cosmos, with only 1/3rd provided by
actual food. This means nothing else than an exhaustion
of nutritional energy (matter energy) that is used as Bion
energy. But it is – as is cosmic energy – subtle, i.e. very
weak. Because of this, it is also required – as we now
know – as egulato e e g i o de to oo di ate all
processes of life. How can this energy from the cosmos
(vacuum and energy) and food (matter) be sufficient to
provide for the needs of humans in terms of movement,
warmth, etc.?
The solution becomes plausible once one imagines the
wavelength of a cosmic standing wave in harmony with
a body cell, transforming its energy into kinetic energy of
the cell. Theoretically it would then be depleted. But we
do know about resonance between cosmic and cell
e e g . The efo e, the depleted os i e e g has to
be replenished immediately – and this occurs at infinite
speed! o o l light speed a o di g to Tu tu .
Mass in contrast is very inert. Even though small parts of
the cell oscillate a thousand times per second (=1000
28
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oscillations), it pales in comparison to the constant
presence of a standing cosmic scalar wave.
Note: a) There will be an end of our schizophrenic
relationship towards energy in general at some time
(hopefully soon), specifically by abandoning current
means of energy production (fossil, nuclear, but also
wind and solar power, etc.). b) Of equal importance is
the return to natural eating habits.
Addition to a): Each household and each factory, all
means of mobility and all other technologies could be
ought i to ha o
ith the os i e e g –
entirely without harm (health, environment). Even
though the cosmic energy is very weak, its perpetual
presence makes it incredibly strong in summation.
Addition to b): Man is the only animal that spoils its food
before consumption, devalues and macerates vital
ingredients by heating and consumes animal products of
which he can only tolerate small amounts if any. Only by
switching to biological nutrition (vegan raw food from
organic farms) could all severe diseases be reduced
significantly or even eradicated entirely. This has been
demonstrated for decades by an institute in Florida
(Leader: Dr. Brian Clement; see also China study; see
bibliography), for example. More than 60 years ago,
Prof. Wend (see bibliography), today succeeded by his
son, has performed thorough research showing a link
between animal proteins and the development of
Diabetes mellitus. In summary: animal proteins clog up
the intercellular and connective tissue (the matrix, our
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largest organ, in which all metabolic products are
exchanged). The more connective tissue gets clogged up,
the more insulin has to be produced by the pancreas for
sufficient sugar molecules to reach the body's cells. This
goes well until the pancreas is overstrained and fails.
From there on, any additional intake of sugar or longchain carbohydrates causes harm. It is only this
condition that can be medically identified,
correspondingly leading to improper treatment.
Without the regulatory energy = information energy =
simpler put: Information, information patterns =
generally: subtle energy life cannot exist, let alone
health.
If you have understood this, you will now likely wait
impatiently for what you're already anticipating.
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III. DISEASE
If cellular systems, under whatever circumstances,
receive too few or erroneous information patterns, they
diverge from the synchronous oscillation. At first, this
interferes with the cells' whole metabolisms. We
experience indisposition or even illness.
Sometimes, indisposition only emerges periodically,
days, months or even years apart. Again and again, the
cell systems (organs) manage to tune back into the
cosmic information patterns. But at some point –
caused, for instance, by fatigue – they can no longer
prevent parts of them that have so far remained
unharmed from being affected, until the cell systems get
too far off balance, eventually. This state is what's called
disease .
So the root cause of all diseases is a disharmony (=
insufficient coherence) of certain cell contents with
cosmic information patterns. In any case, a disturbed
cell metabolism is the result.
This insight calls for completely novel approaches to
therapy.
One thing needs mentioning before: In case of e. g. an
accident, the cell metabolism of the affected part
collapses. Of course, the information energy cannot
work normally, for one because the bruising and tearing
deformed the cells and whole cell systems to no longer
coincide with the cosmic wave patterns, for another
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because the influx of nutrients is disturbed or cut off. In
these cases, the directing energy is initially powerless.
Another example would be a poisoning (e.g. snake bite),
causing blood to coagulate immediately within the blood
vessels. This brings the entire cell metabolism to a halt.
A third example covers congenital defects. In case of
deformity, not only the cell systems' dimensions are
diffe e t f o the i fo atio patte s, ut also highe
tie s su h as lood i ulatio , ho o es, e es a d
this the highest e e g tie , the suffi ie t ela i g of
nutritional molecules.
In case of other illnesses, the same scenario unfolds:
Differed dimensions within the cells or of the cells
themselves prevent further resonant oscillation with the
cosmic information patterns. The cosmic key will no
longer fit the cell's keyhole. Sooner or later, the brain
will display disruption that is known as disease.
Regardless what diagnosis is initially made: it is
irrelevant for the new therapy!
So the dimensions of single, multiple or all components
within cells have changed. This means that their
wavelengths have changed, as well. They no longer
coincide with the invariable cosmic wavelengths.
If it had been in sync with the cosmic system ever since
conception, what made the cell change? Things had
been going well, initially, after all...
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A superficial answer is given by the many diagnoses
from western medicine. Superficial because they never
even consider the cosmic energy and thus – as has now
been extensively illustrated – the foundation, don't
recognize it and, if need be, deny or ridicule it.
By the way: It is always those who believe that their
education has enabled them to know absolutely
everything that are the most pretentious. It can only be
what is allowed to be. Which is why in magazines and
other media, with the internet in particular, so much
nonsense can be heard when the establishment has to
surrender to new found facts. In this regard, Wilhelm
Bus h o e isel a d hu o ousl said: It is he o e
understands nothing that the outh is loose.
Just think of acupuncture (as it is a method of
information therapy, it will be covered later). How many
decades had to pass before it came to be accepted due
to its many undeniable therapeutic results? Nowadays,
in Germany public health care covers the cost of this
kind of therapy. But yet another branch of energy
therapy is still struggling for recognition – homeopathy
or isopathy. But more about that later.
Besides: By what right does one category of science (in
this case conventional medicine) judge another (in this
case energy and information medicine), especially when
understanding none of it?
Altered dimensions of cell parts or cells themselves can
e aused a ide a iet of atta ks . Let's take the
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diag osis flu-like i fe tio as a e a ple: Vi uses
attack certain cell systems and insert parts not matching
the cell oscillations into the cells in order to make it
reproduce those parts. In this way, the cell receives an
oscillation pattern incompatible, i.e. disharmonic, with
it. The o se ue e is a misguida e of the ell
metabolism. It is this misguidance that lowers the
energy metabolism, making us feel feeble. We feel ill.
But such misguidance, caused by viruses or other germs,
is a blessing, initially; it causes certain toxins to form
within the cells which in turn eliminate the invaders. This
defense mechanism also kills primitive organisms.
Higher organisms, such as vertebrates and thus humans,
possess a second layer of defense (= immune system),
which also operates between cells and within the lymph
and blood vessels.
But if the invaders turn out to be too powerful, too
much of the defensive substances, which are harmful for
the cells themselves above a certain concentration, can
be produced; the cells themselves then die. Because of
the importance of the onset and progression of a
disease it should be emphasized: The cosmic wave
systems, which regulate the entirety of the biological
processes within each and every cell, are the key to
health and all life! As they are standing waves, they are
registered by all cells at the same time; differently put:
At any point in time, each cell experiences the same
oscillation as all others.
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But the same applies for harmful waves, which are
emitted by the invaders (e.g. viruses). They too can be
received by all cells at once (and therefore of course any
brain cells).
Example: Local cells are forcibly resisting the germs
within a pimple. One can easily recognize this by the
reddening of the skin. All body cells, including the brain
cells, register. But the cells not under direct attack need
not react. The brain has developed special sensitivities
for that. In the case of the pimple, consciousness is also
invoked, yet merely responds: Doesn't matter, they can
handle this locally, and the harmful information is of too
little potency to threaten other cells – except for those
in the very vicinity.
Another example: In case of a more severe injury
(contusion, tissue fissure, bone fracture, cut, burn,
surgery), things look quite differently. The extent and
thus range of harmful oscillations can significantly affect
other body cells beyond the injury, in any case also the
sup e e egulato , the ai . This a affe t the
entire cell metabolism, resulting in fatigue, pain and
depression.
Because of the importance of understanding the new
kind of therapy, both examples – germs and injuries –
shall be examined further. In both cases, the same thing
happens, regardless if caused by germs or injuries (or
something else, mentioned later): The cells attuned to
the cosmic energy patterns are being partially or even
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completely disturbed by harmful waves (= waves not
meant to regulate the metabolism).
One question immediately arises: What to do?
If e all the os i os illatio s di e ti g e e gies , e
can call those disturbing the metabolism isdi ecti g
e e gies .
Misdirecting energies are involved in any kind of illness.
Therefore all illnesses are subject to the same
therapeutic approach! Now we need to know how those
misdirecting energies are causing metabolic chaos within
cells. There are three physical possibilities: 1. The
misdirecting energies are dominant. 2. The misdirecting
e e gies eut alize the os i e e gies. . Both o u s
simultaneously.
So what to do? Can you provide the theoretical answer,
already? The theoretical answer is: The cosmic
oscillation patterns (= information = information
patterns) within the respective cells has to be amplified.
Two possibilities shall be discussed. 1st therapeutic
option: The oscillation patterns are artificially produced.
So-called resonance devices have been in use for years.
They work satisfyingly, but not too reliably. This is due to
two weaknesses. We are constantly talking about spatial
wave patterns forming out of an infinite multitude of
variation and fitting the dimensions of the cells just like
a key.
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But a resonance device can never fully reproduce these
patterns. It only provides the cell with the resulting
vector (= a physical symbol for the magnitude and
direction of a wave, calculated from all spatial waves).
This works, but despite being able to amplify these
waves, it also comes with the following disadvantages:
a) The waves are linear, not logarithmic, as would be the
cosmic standard. Besides: There already exists a device
which employs logarithmic waves. But it, as all others,
lacks. b) The spatial patterns. c) All devices powered by
an artificial source of energy (electricity) emit harmful
radiation themselves (more on that later on the topic of
electric smog).
Frequently, the misdirecting energies within cells are
also linear. The device can negate these, not least due to
its upwardly adjustable power.
The 2nd therapeutic option features arbitrators of the
cosmic energy patterns which require no artificial power
source, yet are still able to amplify them. Additionally,
these intermediaries need to be able to cover the whole
spectrum of biological information, as the cells'
respective disturbed information patterns remain
unknown.
Two excellent arbitrators of cosmic energy are known.
1. Water. It sto es all o ei a le patte s, i ludi g
all cosmic and all synthetic ones, e.g. those of chemicals.
Stored information patterns (=information) range from
all cosmic to all harmful information – usually produced
37
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artificially or stemming from the ground (discussed
later). The artificially generated energies can potentially
dominate the cosmic ones. But they might also
dominate other harmful radiation. Possibly – and
prudently speaking – artificial energies are required by
the body cells to strengthen essential cosmic energy
patterns. But that should not occur over longer
durations, tops being somewhere between 1-30
minutes, for 5-10 applications overall.
Example: A 74 year old woman was treating shoulder
pain that had endured for months with a magnetic mat,
which she had placed into the upper region of her bed.
Already after the first night, she was nearly pain-free.
Fearing resurgent pain, she left the mat there. About 3
weeks later, she experienced severe pain in her
abdomen, which kept growing despite the mat and
intensive medical therapy. The diagnosis was a therapyresistant Diverticulitis (incurable inflammatory bulges) of
the entire colon as well as an inflammation of the lower
small intestines. The surgical removal of a majority of
the noticeably emaciated woman's colon tissue was
planned to take place within weeks when the author
was consulted. The case was clear. The magnetic mat
was disposed of immediately. After 4 days of application
of a bion-pad® (discussed later), the pain was gone
completely. When asked, the patient reported having
felt shoulder pain, although it was dwarfed by her
intestinal pain. This problem could be resolved by
chirotherapy within seconds.
By the way: All chlorine molecules can be removed from
chlorinated water, for example. However, the harmful
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information of the chlorine remains in the water,
causing a considerable misdirection in all cells! They
have to be neutralized by the respective cosmic control
patterns.
To use water as an arbitrator, all harmful oscillation has
to be removed from it and the cosmic information
amplified. This is a very complicated process. According
to the author's research, the main problem proves itself
to e the i sta ilit of ate : It o sta tl ea so s
new harmful information. (This might pose a severe
problem when producing homeopathics).
2. SiO₂ = silico dioxide = ua tz. Next to oxygen, silicon
is the second most abundant element on Earth. Silicon
oxide is added to many pharmaceutical drugs in tiny
amounts; its properties of metabolic stimulation have
been known for a long time. Unknown to most
pharmacologists, however, remain its natural ability to
direct metabolic activity through many wave patterns;
also unknown is its additionally present misdirecting
energy.
Its main advantage to water are its following three
significant properties: Its higher informative force, the
erasability of its harmful oscillations, its shielding against
the accumulation of new harmful waves and therefore,
the satu atio a d u e asa ilit of the a plified
cosmic information patterns.
In 1999, the author succeeded in making a breakthrough
to the new age of therapy, for the first time cleansing
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quartz particles of certain dimensions and certain
harmful radiation contents by means of a completely
unconventional and unorthodox process, thereby
opening up the entire biological spectrum (= bandwidth)
to the cosmic information.
But that wasn't all. All information patterns could be
amplified to a significantly higher magnitude (up to the
highest adiosit of the ua tz pa ti les , totall
lo ki g all e te all atta ki g ha ful adiatio .
Previously unthinkable methods of therapy are now
within reach. Before, one was accustomed to swallowing
some kind of chemical, biochemical or biological
compounds; now, nothing needs to be ingested at all.
Instead, the following logic takes the lead: If none of the
atoms making up the pills that relieve my pain isn't
consumed, but only certain information contained
within are actually effective, why swallow anything in
the first place? In addition, the pills frequently have
undesired side effects. And another thing needs to be
considered: After taking the pill, there is no way back; if
it should cause strong side effects, such as an allergy, it
might endure for days. Frequent ingestion can also
cause an allergy, for example, making any further intake
impossible. There are further, more severe side effects,
up to death.
What is causing the side effects of chemical compounds?
You probably never heard about the fundamentals of
this question up until reading this book. But now you
know, summarized as: There is harmful information
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emitted by these chemical molecules, disrupting the
flow of the cosmic information patterns. This is also the
root cause of any allergies.
All synthetic products emit a certain amount of harmful
radiation of various magnitudes! All artificially generated
energy waves also come with a proportion of harmful
radiation (see above: resonance devices)!
The synthetic fibers (micro fibers) in clothing, for
example, give off a considerable amount of harmful
energy, although most people do not immediately
respond to it intolerantly. Most never experience any
discomfort (= symptoms).
At this point, severe diseases, such as cancer, shall firstly
be referred to- There are many theories as to its cause,
the necessary preconditions, known toxins (tobacco,
etc.), animal proteins, metabolic changes in the smallest
of cell systems (e.g. the capillaries). Of course, one can
make decisive provisions for all of these. But only one
thing is sure: Without the direction of the harmful
information and thus its dominion over the cosmic
information within the cells, there can be no cancer!
This statement makes clear where a sensible therapy has
to start. In cases of astonishing cures of cancer outside
of orthodox medicine, the administration of a compound
or combination of compounds definitely succeeded in
displacing sufficient harmful information by cosmic
information in all afflicted cells.
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At this point I would like to establish a rule: The more
severe an illness, the more expansive the therapeutic
approach of methods that have proven to work has to
be.
You now know about the foundation of the new branch
of medicine and have learned some essentials for selfdetermination from it. The satisfaction of a researcher
and author grows with the comprehension of his
readership. But what good is all comprehension when it
doesn't significantly reflect in practice?
Don't worry – this hole topi fu tio s as the lu
f o the ag . The e essa esea h a e e fail to
materialize in the face of such insights.
In 1994, the author of this book got started with his
medical research project, to which he has been
dedicated full time ever since. Back then, the new
physics (global scaling) was not yet taught. Therefore,
experimental research was a priority; Calculations were
hard to get by. But eventually, the initial spark for a new
biophysical energy therapy not reliant on an artificial
energy source (e.g. electric current) set things in motion.
In 1999, the first patent was registered: a bioncompress. There were many obstacles to be overcome
on the way to researching it. Only the effect of quartz,
especially when bound in plants (horsetail), was known.
But apart from the question which biophysical
compounds were most conductive to its described
biophysical effect, there were further sizable problems
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to be solved before successfully continued research
became a tangible possibility.


What sizes of quartz particles to use and in what
proportion to mix them?



How to package them? The containers had to be
water- and airtight; they had to be able to adapt
to the body's shape and the quartz particles may
not shift within them. The rather ingenious
solution was the combination of the quartz
particles with rubber, rubbery compounds,
silicone, etc.; they are liquid before production.
The quartz can be stirred into them.



The biggest problem was the permanent storage
of the entirety of biological oscillation patterns
while temporarily deleting all harmful information
present within the quartz, see above. (This
harmful information consists of natural and – due
to the mechanical grinding process – synthetic
components).



Eventually, a completely novel information knowhow covering all requirements could be
developed: Deletion of the harmful information
from the quartz – input of the entire biological
information spectrum in amplified form – blocking
of all possible new information – permanently
invariable strength of the information
transmission to the body cells. This information
process is probably unique and completely safe.
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As has already been mentioned, the silicone compress
as o , a sili o e p odu t out of edi all e tified
material, 2mm thick, flexible, available in various sizes
(see photos). The European patent for an improved
successor (distinctly named bion-pad®) was granted in
2009. Now let yourself be surprised by the beginning of
a new way of therapy.
Image 8: bion-pads
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IV. BION-PADS®
The bion-pad® developed by the author, frequently
named compress, transmits all biological information.
Therefore, it is suitable as a means of therapy in general.
In most cases (wounds, swelling, pain, inflammation,
light bronchial asthma, cough, light depression, sleep
disorder), it alone is enough. In more severe cases, when
the information power of the bion-pad® no longer
suffices or doesn't show significant effects within a half
hour frame, other therapies should be additionally
undergone.
In any case, the bion-pads® (and all other bion-products)
order and regulate the cell metabolism fundamentally.
This can be proven beyond doubt by the scientifically
recognized measurement methods of Prof. A. Popp.
The bion-pad® (the bion compress) fulfills the
requirements demanded above:


Harmful information has been removed from the
quartz and is no longer absorbed.



The cosmic information patterns of the entire
biological spectrum are stored within.



All stored information (= directing energy) is
transmitted to the body cells in an amplified form.
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Attention: While the bion-pad® can be combined with all
common drugs, the dosage must frequently be reduced
and readjusted in case of permanent medication
(particularly in case of Diabetes). Please do consult your
physician before!
In general, the bion-pad® should be worn near the
afflicted body part night and day in case of illness. When
the whole body is afflicted, it should also be worn in
order to provide all body cells with a measure of defense
against harmful radiation, thereby paving the way for
the natural information. Any arbitrary placement will do,
although one might prefer the liver region or the
sternum (thymus gland) with the rib corner (solar
plexus). Size 05 (12 x 24 cm) is required in both cases. In
case of permanent medication, the author recommends
permanently wearing a bion-pad® somewhere on the
body in order to optimize its effect!
The bion-pad® is not sterile, and should not be placed on
open wounds! Above a bandage, up to 3 cm away from
the wound, it still possesses its full effectiveness, in light
cases up to 10 cm. That's why it can help in cases of e.g.
a fracture of the arm even when attached to the outside
of the cast.
One can also boil it and heat it up to 180°C without
affecting the information patterns whatsoever. The
effect is maintained fully.
In order to decide whether the bion-pad® might be of
help in your case, you only need to answer one of these
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uestio s ith es : Wound?, Pain?, Inflammation?,
Swelling? The diagnosis itself is ultimately only of
secondary importance.
There are some restrictions when it comes to
inflammations, for example when dealing with fungal
eczema. As the fungus can frequently not be overcome
by information energy alone, a combination should be
used. In cases such as these, the bion-enhanced cream
mentioned later might be able to offer relief.
But in cases of e.g. cough or bronchial asthma, certain
parts of the respiratory tract are inflamed. In these
cases, the bion-pad® works excellently.
Important: During so-called chronic illnesses, the
afflicted tissue has changed at some point in time. This
means that the cells particular to the area have been
and are still being destroyed and replaced by other cells
hi h se e as fill o suppo t ells. These o lo ge
have the original function, but can inflame themselves.
The diagnosis of chronic ill esses ofte e ds i osis , e.
g. arthrosis (joint disease). Here, the cartilage of a joint
has been destroyed and replaced by bone cells and lime.
(Many people suffer from this).
But if the diagnosis is arthritis, a joint disease is meant
as well, but one that is painful and inflamed even
without movement of the respective joint.
We can simply state: In case of an …osis, we're dealing
ith a s olde i g disease p og essi g o e o less
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quickly. In case of an …itis, we're witnessing an acute
episode of an inflammation, including heat, swelling and
pain. A rapid rearrangement of the cells is then
imminent unless the episode is immediately halted.
In case of, for example, a gonarthrosis – a change in
cartilage and capsule tissue of the knee – no pain will be
felt when stationary. But when the afflicted person
moves the knee and then experiences pain, it indicates
the onset of another inflammation, i.e. a gonarthritis.
From a certain degree of inflammation, inflamed cells
will die, leaving only replacement cells which do not
possess the same function. This changes the knee
further and further (thick, unshapely, limited mobility).
But nonetheless, a knee with arthrosis should be moved.
But how intensive, how often, and for how long?
Without movement, the process advances just as fast as
when there's too much movement.
It is in this case that the bion-pad® works true miracles; it
immediately stimulates the cell metabolism, easing all
swelling, inflammation and pain. This leads to a recovery
of the afflicted cells instead of a repeated demise. Thus,
movement can be increased and performed more
frequently.
If a chronic joint disease causes pain even when resting,
it also indicates inflammation. In these cases, a bionpad® should be worn around the clock. This can stop the
inflammation, and therefore a stop to the changes of the
tissue, all the while alleviating pain up to complete
freedom from pain.
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People living outside of civilization
don't know osteoporosis - typical
disease of modern society, caused
by malnutrition plus less exercise.
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This example of changes in knee tissue also serves as an
example for most chronic and acute illnesses that go
along with pain, swelling or heat.
Osteoporosis – a typical civilization disease caused by
lack of exercise and malnutrition – starts off slowly,
without pain or other indicators for years. At some
point, the bone skins and muscle insertions start to
ache; the bone, losing too much calcium when afflicted
by osteoporosis, doesn't have nerves itself and thus
cannot hurt. When the vertebral bodies collapse,
eventually, the nerve roots cause an additional pressure
pain. Further restrictions to mobility ensue, driving
osteoporosis forward.
All of us – doctors and patients – have been taught to
consume calcium, vitamin D and certain hormones to
counteract this. But the question what would make the
bone incorporate the calcium remains problematic;
malnutrition doesn't necessarily entail a lack of calcium
or vitamin D, and neither of hormones, but one of
biological nutrition and a healthy amount of exercise!
People leaving outside of civilization don't know
osteoporosis, and neither do wildly living vertebrates,
including our nearest relatives, chimpanzees and
gorillas. Instinct is serving them much better than reason
does us. When exposed to toxic food or malnutrition,
they make use of zeolite, see further below under
zeolite . It's i possi le to tell if the zeolite ould also
help when exercise is lacking, as all wild animals tend to
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move a lot. When it comes to humans, there are no
refined studies.
We can use bion-pads® very well against pain and
inflammation. They also serve as a motor for an
enhanced cell metabolism. But it is only the therapy
including zeolite and exercise that can cure
osteoporosis; further vertebral fracturing can be
prevented.
Much more could be written about arthrosis and
osteoporosis, but this would exceed the goals of this
book. It's the understanding of the fundamentals of
therapy through subtle energies = directing energies =
information = information patterns that enables the
decisive new approach. Arthrosis and osteoporosis are
merely two examples.
Wounds, pain, inflammation and swelling affect organs,
i.e. matter. But remember: parallel and offset to matter
energy, there vibrates vacuum energy. What's within the
domain of the vacuum? Can we treat there as well?
The psycho-mental and vegetative systems are based
mostly in vacuum oscillations (vacuum = non-matter); In
other words: Spirituality, sensations, emotions, sleep
and so on are based there.
As the bion-pad® conveys the respective information
patterns for matter, it inevitably does the same for nonmatter, i.e. the vacuum. But the bion-pad® aids most in
case of sleep disorders caused by strong mental or
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physical strain or anger. As all these disorders stem from
the brain, they ultimately do have their cause in matter,
although differently than wounds, pain, inflammation
and swelling. Furthermore, light depression (=
despondency) can be successfully treated with bionpads® (place the largest one under your pillow at night).
However, severe depression as well as mental disorders,
addiction and others are not treatable, for reasons too
extensive to mention here. Still – as in all cases of
disruption of directing energies – the aim is to provide
the best possible basis for any kind of therapy. Which is
why the author recommends wearing a bion-pad®
around the clock in general, somewhere on the body. In
case of mental disorders or addiction, a small bion-pad®
is sufficient.
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IV.1 bion-tec® bandage (knee bandage)
If the bion-pad® is shaped into a half-tube or -tunnel, its
power increases for reasons unknown. Its effects are
greater when wrapped around a knee than on a flat
area, for example. The same holds true if several bionpads® are arranged in a half-circle (with gaps). In this
way, one can construct a knee bandage into which for
example 1 ½ bion-pads® of size 03 have been sewn. Half
a bion-pad® is therefore situated above the inner and
outer lateral ligament of the knee, one 4th on each side
of the patellar tendon. The effect is excellent in case of
knee injuries, arthrosis, arthritis, swelling, sport injuries,
etc.
Image 10:
bandage
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Cell phones, PCs, screens, high voltage
cables, power inverters of solar panels
(and many more) are also prime
examples of harmful information
sources. We all like to make calls, but
please without harmful radiation
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IV.2 The answer to electric smog
Harmful radiation from radio installations has already
been noted under the topic of bion-pads® drink and eat.
Cell phones, PCs, screens, high voltage cables, power
inverters of solar panels (and many more) are also prime
examples of harmful information sources. We all like to
make calls, but please without harmful radiation (=
harmful information = harmful linear scalar waves)!
There must exist about 20.000 citizen's initiatives against
ele t i s og i Ge a toda . The fight agai st
radio installations in and in the vicinity of residential
areas. All of a sudden, many people can no longer sleep
soundly, others experience headaches previously
unknown. In the proximity of radio emitters, heart
attacks and cancer occur much more frequently. Doctors
notice hemogram changes, hormonal changes and more.
There are genetic alterations – as is the case with
animals – more frequent brain defects (dementia,
Alzheimer's disease) in younger years, infections and
obscure variations of general indisposition that are hard
to classify. Hundreds of studies do speak volumes.
But up until today, there exist legal limits in this regard.
This means a higher radiation, strong electromagnetic
waves and with them harmful scalar wave contents
which are disturbing people unseen.
One could of course decrease those limits to a
thousandth, as is the case in Russia for example, or even
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a millionth, as in Australia. This might result in fewer
illnesses.
What were those responsible thinking? Everybody's
being irradiated without even a single preliminary
examination. And then, depending on technical
capabilit , li its a e a it a il set.
What measurements led to those limits? It's like this:
Electromagnetic waves generate heat when colliding
with body cells. One only needs to determine at which
magnitude the heating no longer occurs. For safety
reasons, the arrived value is further reduced slightly, and
one can feel entirely satisfied.
This is the political response to the still respected
orthodox opinion. The research of the author indicate
something else, however: The actual harmful energy
waves, that is the li ea , o opola s ala a es, a
originate from any electromagnetic frequency. In case of
radio emitters and cell phones, they account for 20% of
the adiatio output. The a e ot ha ful due to heat
i pulses , ut thei disha o
ith the osmic scalar
waves. Only experimentally verifiable facts are pursued
at IBIT.
By the way: The author's experiments suggest the
existence of another type of cosmic wave, although so
far without any usable results. It all becomes even more
interesting!
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Put differently once again – because of the
explosiveness: The measurements of orthodox physics
and biology have no relation to one another. And they
cannot, for the effects of electromagnetic waves are
being examined, not, as you've now been reading
repeatedly, the effects of artificial scalar waves. For all
life, these form information patterns that do not occur
naturally within the cosmos. Already you have noticed:
Health is a function of cosmic information waves =
cosmic information patterns = cosmic subtle energy =
cosmic directing energy. Illness, however, revolves
around artificial information waves = artificial
information patterns = artificial subtle energy = artificial
misdirecting energy. There also exists harmful
information from the ground, though. But it can only
have an effect where intersection points amplify the
harmful radiation enough to overcome the positive
cosmic radiation. In those cases, we require for example
the bion-pads® described below in order to erase this
radiation.
The artificial misdirection is not caused by the
electromagnetic waves themselves – no matter the legal
limits – but by their fundamental byproduct, scalar
waves = misdirecting waves. This is not only the case
with radio emitters and cell phones, but also all devices
and installations powered by electricity: power
appliances, power lines, electric railroads, power
inverters from solar panels and many more.
Finally, millions of people -- and soon all people (and
ultimately all life) – can heave a sigh, as consequences
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will have to follow from what comes now. So far, the
existence of scalar waves (= Tesla waves; Tesla was the
first to describe these harmful waves, which can be
beneficial under certain circumstances, a century ago),
which always occur in tandem with electromagnetic
waves, has been denied. Scientists reporting the
existence of such energies were marginalized as
charlatans.
The earlier mentioned Prof. Dr. Ing. Konstantin Meyl has
now (2015) been researching for 35 years and has
developed groundbreaking techniques. As recently as
10/16/2009, 16 scientists have validated his work in the
e o ed agazi e S ie e .
This has to bring about a breakthrough in the
consideration of legal limits. The actual harmful
misdirecting energies absolutely have to be erased!
Ever since 2 decades ago (as of 2015), the research of
the author revolved around the problem of misdirecting
energies, i.e. misinformation. Once again: The artificially
generated scalar waves display similarities to the cosmic
s ala a es, ut do ot eso ate = o so a e
with the body cells.
As already described for bion-pads® eat & drink, the
author made great efforts to replace some of the
information patterns of bion-pads® with specific
information to eliminate harmful radiation. This led to
the development of the bion-pad® e-smog. It is based on
the therapeutically utilized bion-pads® already
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described, the patent for which was granted in 2009 by
the European Patent Office. (Naturally, the most likely
globally unique information technique is not disclosed).
Through their branching special information, they work
reliably against harmful radiation (scalar waves) from
radio emitters, mobile phones, earth rays (also scalar
waves with a dominant harmful radiation content), high
voltage power lines, solar panels, microwave ovens and
many more.
Let's take the statement from an experienced
pediatrician specialized in natural therapies for example:
No ada s, all i fa ts a e oughi g, a d o e of the
sleep sou dl . The io -pad® e-smog can remedy both
within the first night, already.
One only needs to wear a small bion-pad® e-smog
somewhere on the body (shirt- or blouse pockets, socks,
bracelets, Velcro fasteners of diapers or rompers in case
of babies, under the sheets at night, preferably in the
chest area). It should not be more than 2-3 cm apart
from the body. Material between the body and bionpad® is irrelevant, as cosmic scalar waves, being standing
waves, know no barriers. In any case, the bion-pad® es og is u h o e po e ful tha all k o
adiato s .
The bion-pad® e-smog should be worn night and day by
all of Earth's inhabitants! The same should apply for
one's dear pets.
Image 12:
bion-pad e-smog
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Since 2009, we have been performing blood tests at the
I stitute fo Bioe e geti a d I fo atio al The ap
Resea h IBIT G H, led Hegall Volle t i
cooperation with Dr. rer. nat. Ursula Schornstein, an
expert on dark-field microscopy. The red blood cells are
a delicate indicator of harmful information. They
immediately react by rouleaux formation when making a
call with a wireless or cell phone; this means they form
strands and branches. As the red blood cells transport
oxygen, even the layman will understand how the
diminishment of their exposed area reduces their ability
to carry oxygen. (See images and full report at www.ibitresearch.de).
We all want to make mobile calls. Fortunately, we can
protect ourselves within seconds with a bion-pad® esmog worn anywhere on the body. The blood will then
exhibit even better properties than before the call. If a
bion-pad® e-smog is worn during a call, the hemogram
remains stable. When not using protection against
harmful waves, the disturbance tends to linger on for
about half an hour after a 6-minute call.
Orthodox medical practitioners have doubts about the
harmfulness of the red blood vessels' rouleaux
formations; they would emerge after eating and endure
for hours. That is both true and untrue. True because
we're malnourished, degrading most of our foodstuffs
by heating.
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However, one can consume as raw fruit and vegetables
as one wants without ever provoking the emergence of
a single rouleaux formation. The red blood cells, already
hard pressed to pass through the capillaries, have a
much harder time when arranged into a rouleaux
formation and can carry fewer oxygen to the cells to
boot.
Attention!


Rouleaux formation caused by heating of food,
clear hemogram when consuming raw fruit &
vegetables



Reduction or complete obliteration of vital
ingredients in food through heating,
biochemically provable beyond a doubt



Animal proteins clog up the matrix (intercellular
tissue responsible for the disposal of waste
products from and management of metabolic
products in the cells

Still, hospitalized patients are given this kind of nutrition,
which – as we now know – for the most part doesn't
harmonize with the cosmic information! Spoiled
foodstuffs, also causing rouleaux formations of the red
blood cells! Why? Because they emit scalar energy
waves. By now, you know these from mobile phones and
radio emitters, with their linear scalar waves,
incompatible with the logarithmic scalar waves of the
cosmos.
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New experiments offer a glimpse of the high potency of
bion-e-smog information. Miniscule amounts of biontec® informed quartz were poured into molds for
placement into prosthetic teeth by a dental laboratory in
Fulda (Germany). In our studies, the complete effect
against electric smog from mobile phones clearly
showed through dark-field microscopy. So, the fitting of
a prosthetic tooth is sufficient. That the effect is so
reliable despite the low energy clearly points towards
cosmic, standing, bipolar wave patterns, which remain
present regardless of conversion. This can be equaled to
infinite velocity. Therefore, the amount of the bion-tec®
informed quartz only plays a minor role up to a certain
degree.

Image 13: a) Initial picture – after having been in a
geopathogenic area for about 30 minutes. Flow
properties and distribution of thrombocytes as observed
through a dark field microscope appear normal.
b) Massive Rouleau formation after 6 minutes of cell
phone use. The thrombocytes become stuck together
almost literally. This condition usually endures
somewhere between minutes and hours.
c) A small e-smog-pad is places in the shirt pocket. Blood
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extraction occurs 10 seconds later. Thrombocyte
distribution returns to the state depicted in Fig. a (initial
state, now even with slightly improved flow properties.
d) After having carried the e-smog-pad in the pocket for
5 minutes, the thrombocytes flow properties remain
optimal – despite no change of location within the
geopathological area.
e) Repeated cell phone call for 12 minutes while wearing
the e-smog-pad: Less viscous blood than in initial state.
The detrimental effects of the geopathological area and
cell phone radiation have been neutralized.
FURTHER EXAMPLES FOR HARMFUL INFORMATION
MICRO WAVE OVENS

Another word regarding micro wave ovens, which many
people use voluntarily. Their manufacturers are aware of
the scalar waves described in this book, which always
appear in the microwave range and not as harmful
information patterns. But being a reader of this treatise
you know by now.
But it gets worse: The harmful information generated by
microwaves from the microwave oven persists in the
food for hours after heating, i.e. the time frame in which
the food is being digested. The harmful misdirecting
energy remaining after several hours keeps the food in
the electric – i.e. indigestible – orientation and more.
Note: Electric and magnetic alignment are terms from
the domain of measurement, indirectly indicating
positive and negative scalar waves = harmful waves.
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Both the electric and magnetic alignment are being
determined. Both can be positively or negatively
charged. Digestibility of foodstuffs is only given when
the magnetic alignment is positive while the electric
alignment remains neutral. (That does, however, not
have to be understood, as it would require a lot of prior
knowledge).
Whoever doesn't immediately dispose of his microwave
oven can help himself to some extent by placing a bionpad® e-smog somewhere on the microwave oven and
placing food on top a bion-pad® eat or drink for at least
one minute before consumption.
HARMFUL RADIATION AND ENERGY SAVING LIGHT BULBS

Since 2012, the weakest light bulbs may no longer be
sold. This was once again decided by governments in
partnership with big industry, of course subsequent to
a eful etti g helpful s ie tists. The e so-called
energy saving light bulbs replaced the old ones via
decree. For any scientific expert opinion, an opposing
expert opinion can be published. Ultimately, those in
power get to decide.
1. Small amounts of mercury are contained within
the energy saving light bulbs. Well, you can tell
what's bound to happen. Those small amounts of
mercury constantly emit harmful radiation, right
within the biological direction spectrum that is
the very topic of this treatise.
E e g sa i g ? No a ! Thei p odu tio
requires more energy, and their alleged life span
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is far from being guaranteed when the bulbs are
switched on and off as frequently as conventional
light bulbs; disposal will be excessively expensive
due to the mercury contents and will require
significant amounts of energy. As the demand for
light only makes up a small part of the general
energy demand, the energy savings of this
technology are farcical – provided any savings
remain at all.
2. Our eyes are adapted to the solar spectrum.
Sunlight consists of various colors which we can
see in rainbows (spectral colors). While incapable
of reproducing them completely, conventional
light bulbs got pretty close.
3. The energy saving bulbs display a different
spectrum altogether. Blue, which contains subtly
energetic harmful radiation, dominates. In this
way, misdirecting energies appear; it's only a
question of time until somebody responds with
sleep disorders or headaches. This harmful
radiation coalesces with that from the mercury.
As we already have to tolerate more than enough
misinformation – as covered extensively in this
treatise – those responsible should never have
allowed this development. But independent
scientists remain unheard.
In a few years, as more people become ill, more energy
will probably be required, and saving is going to turn
into wasting. And as many other factors can cause
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disease, those responsible will surely argue that nothing
can be proven, as usual, irrespective of the amount of
scientific evidence provided by concerned researchers
and other individuals devoting themselves to this topic,
i this ase fo e a ple the Citize 's Wa e
S itze la d ,
. ue ge elle-schweiz.org or
www.lichtbiologie.de or www.international-lightassociation.org or www.mediziner-warnen-vormobilfunk.de, to name only a few.
We are living in a miraculous and also dreadful age, in
which mercantile activists, together with the body
politic, have solidified their reign. If all of this is
p og ess , the h a e ates of illness rising globally
instead of declining?
German health insurance funds extrapolated the
expected cancer rate in the year 2030 from the date of
2011, for example. Unless things change, twice as many
people will suffer from cancer in 2030. The artificially
generated scalar waves play a major role in this, it
appears.
Finally an example concerning mercury, which is used
for amalgam fillings, as is well known. On superficial
examination, there's only tiny amounts of mercury. To
some extent, they will be dissolved, get into the blood
stream, partially be excreted and partially accumulated
in bone tissue. Some amount remains in the filling for
years, the rest migrates to the jawbones.
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What will you say now? Of course, I know: Not the
amount of mercury is decisive, but its harmful
information contents. These disturb the body around
the lo k, fo ea s. Is su h a t eat e t t ul o th of
being called treatment when evaluated over the long
term, or does it qualify as malicious injury?
This treatise taught you fundamental insights. Take
responsibility for your life and your health. Support your
fellow human beings walking other paths than those of
(self-) destruction for whatever perceived profits.
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V. CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT
This treatise represents a brief overview of a medicine
that has actually existed for millennia in all cultures. We
have made giant leaps towards better measurements
and thus targeted development and verification, yet are
still only on the verge of a decisive new age of medicine
for mankind – despite a quantum leap concerning the
development of products with excellent, predictable
effects and no side effects.
A valuable discipline of science distinguishes itself by
progress. The invitational nature of this newly
discovered medical matter might intrigue a researcher
for the rest of his days. In this way, even more effective
products against wounds, inflammation, swelling and
pain have been discovered.
Our information technology refines these products
considerably. The bion-energy is not only supported
through combination with known active agents, but also
raises their effectivity. Healing processes are accelerated
correspondingly.
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V.1 The bion-tunnel
For one, there's the bion-tunnel, an approximately 36
cm long and 12 cm wide half-tube. It serves as a means
of therapy for inflammation of the lower legs, feet and
knees (thrombophlebitis = inflamed varicose veins,
hardly or not at all treatable open lower legs, capillary
occlusion as a consequence to smoking or enduring
Diabetes, lymphostasis). Of course the pain is
considerably relieved or even eliminated fully.
The bion-tunnel should be applied sitting or lying. When
moving about, the bion-pad® should be used. Using both
at once does not increase the effect. Neither does
placing two or more bion-pads® on top of one another.
The bion-tunnel can be considered a quantum leap in
the treatment of complicated circulatory disorders,
inflammation of the veins, fever blisters (Herpes
Simplex), small itching areas of skin (Neurodermatitis),
and all types of inflammations in the lower leg region.
Image 14:
bion-tunnel
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V.2 The acupuncture pen
Since centuries, a method of therapy involving subtle
energies has been in use, becoming popular also in
Europe and the U.S. (the bastions of western orthodox
medicine) within the last century. Its origins lie in East
Asia. I'm speaking about acupuncture. The classical
method employs fine needles.
According to the far-eastern perspective, all illness is
caused by an imbalance between Yin – the feminine –
and Yang – the masculine primal force. The whole of the
od is pe eated
st a ds of o e t ated energy
flows, effectively influenced from certain points, the socalled acupuncture points.
Unfortunately, many children as well as adults avoid the
needles. In addition, classical acupuncture works with
the body's own energy. It frequently requires many
sessions to equalize Yin-Yang, and oftentimes, success
simply remains absent.
Image 16:
bion-acupuncture-accu
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For the author, this was a provoking challenge. Firstly,
the needles would have to go, and secondly – as now
explained in detail in this treatise – we no longer have to
wait for an equalization of energy. In order to provide
diseased (disharmonic oscillating) cells with information
patterns of subtle energy, it has to occur instantly, and
amplified at that, as we now know. The acupuncture
points provide us with ideal access. Bion-technology
works with standing waves, existing in the vacuum and
as matter, simultaneously. Therefore, an acupuncture
point might as well be reached from outside of the body
(above the skin).
These requirements could eventually be satisfied by the
author. The result was the ingenious invention of the
bion-acupunct-accu. Its diameter is approximately 3 cm
and its length approximately 13 cm. At the top, there is a
rounded metal pin which transmits the information. In
comparison to classical acupuncture, it offers the
following remarkable advantages:


No more jabbing; perfect for children and frightful
individuals.



The acupuncture point no longer needs to be hit
precisely; 3 cm offset from the acupuncture point
are sufficient to yield the full effect.



The Yin-Yang-equalization needs no longer be
considered; it is attained with a fraction of a
second.
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Anybody can perform therapy on himself at home
(after professional instruction) – as frequently as
desired.



All the mentioned advantages guarantee the best
therapeutic outcome.

Of course it – as the bion-pads® – transmits the entire
biological information spectrum. All technical
dimensions have been calculated according to the new
physics (Global Scaling Theory) in order to attain the
highest possible potency.
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V.3 The cream
The cream consists of vegetable oils mixed with biontec® informed quartz powder, aloe extracts, colloidal
silver and more. It is meant for small areas of
application, where bion-pads® would be
complicated to attach.
It serves well in treating insect bites,
subcutaneous inflammations of
all kinds, superficial sport injuries
and swelling. It shouldn't be
missed in all travel- and sport
bags.
By the way: The term
a ti-agi g is used too
carelessly. Nowadays, it
mostly revolves around
the skin surface, in any
case about the skin of
the face. Not even the
use of chemicals and
toxins (botulin) seems
to be a hindrance on
the a to s ooth ski – eventually leading to even
more wrinkles and skin defects through the harmful
energies contained within the chemicals.
But the best possible skin care can only be provided by
the respective biophysical information patterns. The
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inventor also expects a positive long-term result in this
regard.
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V.4 The zeolite
Zeolite has been somewhat forgotten and is being
rediscovered in these parts. All peoples have known it
ever since the dawn of time, and wild animals have also
been using it when needed. Zeolite originated from tuff
rocks (volcanic rocks) millions of years old. It's a mixture
of many minerals, quartz being the majority at a content
of over 60% (in case of zeolite of high quality). Quartz is
the principal regulator of all electrolytes. Without
quartz, no higher life would be possible.
Not only can quartz create new elements from two
different elements, but it can also merge with another
element to form a new one. A known example is an
experiment with chickens. One enriches their feed with
half the amount of calcium required for creating the egg
shells. The eggs emerge without shells. The experiment
is repeated, but with the addition of sufficiently many
quartz grains, when suddenly, eggs of normal lime
content are being laid!
But zeolite can do much more. Enough material for an
entirely different topic – as is nutrition – it will not be
discussed further here.
bion-tec® now presents a world debut: With its
information method, the possible harmful radiation
contents of the zeolite are being deleted while the
quartz is provided with the biological information
patterns – just like the quartz in the bion-pads®. As the
zeolite lines the insides of the intestines after ingestion,
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its quartz contents now work from the inside. This
increases its biological value. Medically, only the bone
disease described above – osteoporosis (calcium
deficiency in bones), the metabolic disorder mostly
driven by civilization – shall be mentioned once again. Its
main cause is the combination of malnutrition and a lack
of exercise.
Bone forms when, apart from being supported by
sufficient electrolytes, it experiences enough pressure
and strain (musculature) and degrades when both are
lacking. If these are indeed the prerequisites, the
question one has to ask is: Why administer calcium for
therapy when there is no biological reason for the bone
to incorporate that calcium?
With zeolite, one finds other prerequisites to
compensate at least a little for malnutrition. Intensive
exercise then plays its part, too, especially if the zeolite
contains the complete information pattern. It can
alleviate pain from movement, making exercise easier
and therefore potentially more intensive.
The author researched this topic extensively in his early
ea s a d pu lished the estselli g ook Co plete
Cross-Country-Skii g Method i 99 .
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V.5 The enhancement of food and drinks
What else can be done prophylactically in order to
prevent the emergence of disease?
Toxins were mentioned earlier. There are toxins that kill
immediately. But there's also toxins whose enduring
ingestion reduces one's lifespan, such as tobacco,
alcohol and other addictive substances. But what is
seldom considered and mostly trivialized, probably
because (almost) everyone is taking part in it, is
malnutrition.
Even those practicing healthy, biological nutrition with
the utmost care still face, at the time of this writing
(2015), the problem of misinformed foodstuffs. Even if
these have been produced strictly by biological means,
they are still polluted by the harmful radiation from
radio and radar installations. This harmful information is
being stored in the liquid contents of the plants!
Why is this harmful information stored? This you know
by now, as you have read about the capabilities of water
to store information further above. And all life forms
including plants mainly consist of water.
In addition, there is information from the chemicals in
the air and ground water, posing an incalculable
problem for the foodstuffs and thus us consumers. Last
but not least, there is incalculable harmful information
coming from the ground. We have to erase these.
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What to do? This new challenge lead to the necessity to
attune the information technology to this harmful
energy. The by now extensively described bion-pads®
and their information patterns served as an initial basis.
But as these pads a e i fo atio all satu ated ,
certain parts had to be left out to make room for the
new information patterns. (This unintentionally led to a
technically improved information know-how).
Through the partial information exchange in the bionpads®, some of their effect on wounds, pain, etc. is lost.
But in return, harmful radiation is erased.
We can observe significant effects on drinking water
and foodstuffs within seconds after placing them on
such a bion-pad®:


Free radicals are reduced considerably



(Negative) electric orientation is neutralized



The important magnetic alignment is fully
achieved



Levorotatory lactic acid (mostly indigestible) turn
dextrorotatory.



The clumps of red blood cells visible through dark
field microscopy are being dissolved within
seconds or do not form at all if a bion-pad® esmog is worn in addition.
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Two practical sizes are available: Round, diameter
approximately 9 cm for jars, cups, i.e. drinks bion-pad®
drink and approximately 20 cm for dishes, plates, pans,
pots, etc. bion-pad® eat. This special information too
cannot be erased from the bion-pads® drink and eat.
Image 18:
bion-pad® eat and drink
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V.6 bion-subitum = energized water
According to measurements by
Prof. Dr. Ing. Martin Günter, the
bion-subitum is several times more
potent that for example the water
of Lourdes. For the first time, the
complete blocking of any additional
information of water is achieved;
the harmful information present
efo e has ee
eut alized .
Examples for application:
a) One splash from a spray bottle is sufficient to
optimize a whole plate full of food, just like the
bion-pads® eat and drink can.
b) One milliliter of bion-subitum per bottle of any
beverage is sufficient to positively alter its taste
considerably, in addition to the effect of a)
c) As there exists a special information concerning esmog, several hours of protection against e-smog
from artificially generated scalar waves are
provided.
d) The range of application and enhancement is
immeasurably vast within the entire spectrum of
food and drinks. Without anterior
decontamination by bion-tec®-products, one
should best not consume foodstuffs – not even
those biologically produced.
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V.7 The bion-ovo
Synthetic outer shell, oval, 44x28 cm, about 3,2-3,5 kg,
flattened front. Most potent product yet, contains
various energy arbitrators and technical know-how for
high performance. Additionally incorporates all
properties listed of the bion-pads® and energized water.
If placing two bion-o o fa i g ea h othe s flatte ed
fronts at a distance of about 90cm, their potency is
further increased. It makes no difference if a person is
sitting right in the middle or anywhere in between.
Image 20:
bion-ovo
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V.8 More powerful bion-accumulator
If more energy is required locally, a bion-accumulator,
an almost a meter long tube incorporating a powerful
information pattern outlet, is employed. Similar to
conventional Reich accumulators, it features optimized
dimensions and a completely different know-how as
well as special information patterns. Of course, it lacks
the misinformation contents described by Reich (named
differently by him).
This bion-accumulator is reserved for therapeutic
practices.
Image 21:
bion-accumulator
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VI. MEDICAL FIELD STUDY, BIOPHYSICAL REPORT AND
FUTURISTIC PERSPECTIVES
FOR COMPREHENSION OF THE NEW ENERGY MEDICINE

The following is known:
1. The cell metabolism has to proceed orderly
(biochemically speaking: cascaded), whereby a
large energy-providing mass (food) is being
directed by a miniscule, energetically efficient
mass (hormones).
2. This miniscule energetic mass (hormones) is itself
controlled by an ultra-weak, but nowadays
measurable energy. This energy consists of
spatially ordered patterns of infinite variance =
information (Hegall Vollert).
3. Each cell acts as a dipole; it is emitter and receiver
simultaneously. The communication of cells
amongst themselves, for example from the head
to the foot, is dependent on time. It's completely
different in case of the ultra-weak = subtle
energies. They are standing waves not subject to
any kind of delay within the entire cosmos.
4. The new physics = Global Scaling Theorie
(Hartmut Müller) defines the standing cosmic
a es as eige f e ue ies of sta di g a uu
o p essio a es ithi a loga ith i all hyperbolic scale-i a ia t spe t u o i tuall
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infinite fractals (experimentally verified since
1986, kept secret until 1996).
5. Certain fractals of the cosmic energy = vacuum
compression energy or proton resonance energy
and the terrestrial magnetic energy have been
known for decades under various names, among
them bion energy. Bion energy can be regarded as
a specific spectrum of the cosmic energy and its
transformed energy forms (e.g. Earth's
ag etis . The ideas o pla of the e e gies
initially create self-sufficient cells with their cell
organelles from four main elements, namely
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon, among
fu the au ilia ato s . But the a o l
survive = function as long as they remain coupled
to the specific standing wave fractals of the
cosmic energy. Even small deviations – when
concerning for example a multicellular organism
such as a human or animal – result in
indisposition and illness up to death.
NEW DEFINITIONS FOR LIFE, DISEASE AND INDISPOSITION

From the information mentioned above one derives
completely decisive therapeutic approaches to disease –
decisive because the therapeutic approach changes from
chemical and energetic manipulation to a directing, cell
informing and resonating energy medicine. From this
a h of esea h, oth life as ell as disease a
be newly defined:
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1. All life is the resonant expression of biophysical
information patterns of logarithmically scaleinvariant fractals of vacuum compression energy
or proton resonance energy (Hegall Vollert).
2. All disease or indisposition is the dissonant
response to information from certain biophysical,
logarithmically scale-invariant fractals of vacuum
compression energy or proton resonance energy
(Hegall Vollert).
(The layman doesn't need to be familiar with those
scientific theorems, of course).
INTERMEDIARY – FOR ENHANCED COMPREHENSION

The whole cosmos consists of space time. The infinite
different standing waves have eigenfrequencies and
harmonize with themselves in unity. For better
comprehension let us call them one spatial wave. It
knows neither past nor future (just like a circle).
Therefore, there is neither an end nor a beginning.
If one places marks somewhere along the wave and the
wave manifests a billion times within the cosmos at the
same time, those marks can be found at every
respective location of the wave. If an arbitrary mark
marks the Earth, all marks encompassed within it are
either identical or similar. In effect, this means that
billions of civilizations, animal species, plant species etc.
are infinitely repeated identically or similarly.
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Let's take another look at image 6 (page 24). The fields
above represent the matter wave. If we move from 81
(about the body height of a human) towards 82, for
example, the location changes. This also changes the
dimensions of all systems with humans as well as
humans themselves. At 82, where the vacuum is
reached, the local dimensions of the cell organelles,
cells, cell systems and organs have drifted apart
considerably. Eventually, too many of them have
dista ed the sel es too fa f o life a d go i to
harmony with other local oscillation systems.
A location shift of su h ag itude is te ed as death
by humans. But as we're speaking of shifts in location
only, harmonic systems emerge once again. All matter
dies a d e e ges – from the origin up to galaxies.
FROM PRACTICE

The bion-pad® was developed and informed according
to the latest insights into cell functions and the high
significance of their cosmos-energetic coupling and their
communications amongst themselves (Hegall Vollert). In
spring of 2002, 350 clients (randomly selected from the
client files) were sent a questionnaire about the
effectiveness of bion-pads® by the bion-tec® company.
From 204 responses (58%), 398 diagnoses and symptom
descriptions could be yielded. From the categories:
Healing (as far as possible or even considerably quicker),
significant improvement, improvement, no effect, the
first three (positive) made up 95,5%.
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Positive treatment results were achieved in case of:
general pain, inflammation, swelling (wounds,
contusions, hematoma, burns), post-op conditions
(chronic, acute), HWS-syndrome, Migraine cervicale,
shoulder-arm-syndrome, tennis elbow, BWSsyndrome, lumbago, sciatica, spondylolisthesis,
herniated discs (post-op condition), arthrosis,
arthritis, rheumatic disorders, (osteo)-tendinosis,
achillodynia, pulled muscles, muscle tenseness in
general, gingivitis, tooth ache, migraine, cephalalgia
in general, depression, sleep disorders, cardiac
arrhythmia and especially tachycardia, abdominal
symptoms in general, flu-like symptoms, bronchitis,
chronic cough, bronchial asthma, menstrual pain,
burns, herpes simplex, insect bites, chronically
infectious tear ducts, eczema (general, allergic),
aphthae, psoriasis, glaucoma, otitis in general, acute
hearing loss, tinnitus, trigeminal neuralgia, chronic
sinusitis maxillary, post fracture conditions,
thrombophlebitis, lymphedema, cramps in general,
herpes zoster, cancer pain (post-op condition).
Not only was the high effectiveness noticeable, but also
the rapid alleviation or even elimination of pain,
reduction of swelling, the clearly missing ulceration of
various wounds, later the smooth scarring, the
extraordinarily beneficial effects on the pulmonary
system (lungs, bronchial tubes), both acute and chronic
or chronically allergic.
In general, the bion-pad® can successfully be employed if
one of the following questions scan is answerable by
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yes: Pain?, Inflammation?, Wound?, Swelling?,
Pressure?, Local heat?, Burning?, Coughing?, Bronchial
asthma?, Sleep disorders? - to only name the most
important ones.
From all this evidence, we can deduce the credible
conclusions of a remarkably effective therapy. These
observations also highly relevant for surgery are very
intriguing even without double-blind studies. The
considerably accelerated healing, along with the lack of
an excess of fibrotic (scar-) tissue make it highly
desirable for plastic surgery. Notice: For ethical reasons,
double-blind studies can frequently not be performed.
Measurements by Prof. Dr. h.c. Dr. Ing. Martin Günter
have shown several measurands important to modern
medicine, which are presupposed for rapid and
unhampered healing of wounds, such as pH-value
optimization, strong reduction of the redox potential
(free radicals), magnetic alignment of the cell
metabolism, dextrorotation of levorotatory lactic acids,
significant increase in the eye-flickering-mergingfrequency, and more.
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VII. PERSPECTIVES
The highest goal of therapeutic strife is healing. But the
healing duration is also of immense importance. The
optimal shortening of the suffering or healing interval is
a challenge to the art of therapy. All measures are
oriented towards it.
With the aid of bion-pads®, a bone fracture can recover
about a third faster, according to experience. This means
nothing less than shifting the future envisioned by man
(on a standing wave) closer towards the present.
That is how we imagine it. But as outlined in the chapter
I te edia – fo e ha ed o p ehe sio , ti e
cannot be shifted, only location (the dimensions of
matter) on it. If the cells afflicted by the fracture heal,
their dimensions change constantly. It then becomes
vital to measure these dimensions at a location closer to
healing.
As the entire cosmic system is based on standing waves,
aki g oth the futu e as ell as the past g aspa le
from the present, it must be possible – at least
theoretically – to shift healing further or even entirely
into the present. In other words: The mending of a bone
could potentially occur within an hour, for example.
It might sound utopian, or even crazy; but modern
experimental physics undeniably calls for this course of
medical research, which is already ongoing at several
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(non-European) top universities. The author takes part
too, through private research.
To all pet holders: You now understand the basics of the
cell metabolism. What applies to a human cell also
applies to an animal cell. Therefore, all animals can be
treated in the same way as humans can. The cosmic
information patterns do not know any difference in this
regard.
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VIII. REPETITION OF THIS TREATISE


Scalar wave energy = vacuum compression energy
= proton resonance energy is the foundation of
everything in the universe



All manifestations of energy, such as
electromagnetism, photons, kinetic energy
(movement), heat, tachyons, etc. are
transformations of scalar wave energy



Scalar waves = space waves have logarithmic =
natural logarithmic relations amongst themselves
and are therefore similar. They are defined as
bipolar longitudinal standing waves



Because of the logarithmic relations amongst
themselves, scalar waves oscillate harmonically =
synchronously = resonant. Due to their harmony =
synchronism = resonance, they form and maintain
matter at their stronger intersection points.
(Matter – as strange as it may sound – consists of
99.999% vacuum = non-matter)



Yin-Yang, chi, bions, life energy et al describe
nothing else than fractals (sections) of space
energy



In the vacuum, space energy appears only subtly
(very weakly), yet immeasurably because of its
unfathomably vast expansion. Through their
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standing longitudinal wave patterns, all matter
(and also humans) are in resonance with all scalar
waves of all magnitudes


Information consists of scalar waves of infinitely
many patterns in a three-dimensional (spatial),
natural logarithmic arrangement. It is the natural
oscillation of the cosmos and is in resonance with
both potentially in vacuum and in fact in any
matter with corresponding dimension. So they are
an energetic, massless, spatially structured
arrangement of scalar waves which oscillates with
every equal structured matter in resonance. Thus,
the term information is only permitted in
connection with matter. (Hegall Vollert)



Artificially generated scalar waves contain
incompatible and thus harmful information to all
living structures. They are not compatible to their
cosmic counterparts because 1. they are
subdivided linearly (not naturally logarithmic) and
2. because they are monopolar scalar waves.
Monopolar means originating from a (synthetic)
source and extending into infinity, while cosmic
scalar waves are standing between two poles =
dipolar in space. For both reasons, artificially
generated scalar waves cannot form compatible
information. They therefore form chaotic and
thus harmful information or simply pass-through
energy (as for example the dark-field microscopy
hemograms reactively show)
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Conclusion: We live and maintain our health not
only through energy, but energy in nearly
infinitely many (polymorphic) energy patterns =
Information
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IX. WORLD FIRST
bion-tec® is the owner of an European patent that
schedules to bring the already mentioned quartz - which
is unquenchably informed – into microfibers or to spray
onto other fibers or to coat any garment with it. Tests
have shown that the coating can be made breathable or
may be placed between two layers of garment. IBIT itself
had tested and also had given away for testing.
So it would be useful to produce clothing, bed linen,
mattress covers, seats for cars and aircrafts, insoles for
shoes, sofas, carpets and many things more. First tests
of such garment on sick people – like those examples
shown with the bion-pads® – and on high performance
athletes (starters in the Olympics, European
championships) clearly showed the effect (Olympic
Games and European Championships data).
For the first time a medical active system in garment has
been produced which healing effect will stay 100%
forever!
In December 2015 the first garment factory has started
to deliver mattress covers, duvet and pillow covers. We
think those products are a must for all people who suffer
from allergies, circulatory disorders (especially of the
legs like thrombophlebitis, restless legs, arthritis etc.).
And nearly all the notes you find in chapter X (and much
more). While finishing this treatise big companies
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started producing mattresses, cloth for seats and sofas
and carpets.
Others started to rain their field and garden products
with water which contains bion-tec informed quartz.
First tests (since 3 years) have been showing clearly that
the harvests in organic agriculture have been more
profitable. If you mix bion-tec quartz into screed or
plaster of houses or flats you will get an invigorating
climate in the rooms and also you will be protected
against earth rays and all artificially emitted harmful
rays.
That might be the beginning of a new age in the garment
i dust …..!!!
In July 2016 we applied for a new patent. In breve: We
fix an active substance (e.g. a homeopathic or isopathic)
on a bion-pad and apply this one on a meridian or an
acupoint. These substances are effective as well from
outside as from inside because only the corresponding
skalarwaves are acting which are standing waves not
knowing any barrier.
Advantage: 1. the substances may be used as a singular
dose for several days or even months. 2. The level of
effect in the body remains the same all day and night
because there is no metabolization. 3. The
corresponding frequencies from the bion-pad have an
intensifying effect.
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We need the effective substances from other
medicaments. Most of those have to be metabolized
and from that only one metabolite is the needed
substance which is working only via its skalarwaves.
Instead of this it is much more useful to cure in the way
written above.
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X. SOME CASE EXAMPLES
Note:

o p ess desig ates a

io -pad® .

1. B.S., f., 57: After surgery (carpal tunnel
syndrome), the compress helped considerably. I
required no painkillers and the recovery went
optimal.
2. M.G., f., 52: Earaches had vanished overnight,
pain from burns after ½ hour and blisters did not
form; No nightly irritation of the throat in case of
allergic bronchitis when wearing the compress on
the chest.
3. J.T., m., 42: Arthrosis of right knee, wearing the
compress overnight, free from symptoms the next
day in most instances.
4. I.A., f., 45: I had baffling success when treating
acute hearing loss…t eated fo days with
infusions to no avail. Then I remembered the
compress. I put it on my ear and 45 minutes later
already circulation was back to normal and I could
once again hear clearly.
5. G. R., f., 42: My son frequently complains of
headaches after school. When placing a bion-pad®
on his forehead, he falls asleep briefly and is free
from pain afterwards.
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6. A.W.,f.,45: Chronic capsule strain in the right
shoulder with debilitated mobility. Free from
pain and mobility fully restored after using the
compress day and night for about three weeks.
7. P.R., m., 50: Herniated disc with pain radiating
into the left lower leg. Significant improvements
after about ½ hour.
8. G. R., m., 75: Sitting (over longer periods) causes
much fewer complications when wearing the bion
compress on the lumbar region. Getting up is
easier.
9. H. K., f., 79: Major improvements in case of
osteoporosis induced pain of the lumbar region,
significant increase in mobility, no additional
therapy.
10. J: R:, m., 53: Obesity (about 160 kg at 1.75m): a)
Stretching of a sinew in the left lower arm, 33
years of pain, have applied the compress for
about 10 times over night, experienced significant
alleviation of pain after the first night, already,
after about six nights the pain was gone entirely.
b) Severe shoulder injury after motorcycle
accident, which mended badly due to
maltreatment (according to three physicians),
heavy pain for many years, night and day. As in a),
all conventional methods of treatment including
acupuncture failed! After undergoing the
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treatment described in a), I am now almost free
from pain. A true miracle, this compress!
11. D. K., f., 67: I use the compress as a sleeping aid
under my pillow.
12. A. A., m., 64: The small compress provides relief
against herpes of the lips within minutes: no
more burning, no swelling, symptom-less crust
formation without subsequent inflammation
afterwards.
13. W. J., m., 45: The large compress immediately
helped against constipation induced stomach
ache. My neighbor's tennis elbow was cured after
14 days.
14. D. M-H., f., 65: Very good effect against ailing
varicose veins, pain-free within 5 to 10 minutes.
15. R. D., f., 58: Mastectomy on the right side and
irradiation 11 years ago. Heavy lymphedema in
the right arm ever since, which could not be
helped by any kind of treatment. Under the large
bion compress, the lymph sac has receded
completely overnight, so that I can once again
wear short-sleeved clothing. When the need
arises, 15 minutes of treatment suffice.
Essentially, the arms has remained without
swelling ever since.
16. J. B., m., 61: The ailments of a sore throat were
gone after one night.
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17. V. K., m., 40: Applied the large compress against
the allergic bronchial asthma of our son (12 ½
ea s . → Relief ithi ½ hou → ha e ot used
asthma spray ever since.
18. H. C., f., 36: I experienced a considerable relief
from my menstrual pains, which have persisted
for years. My husband had success against
tinnitus.
19. A. H., f., 45: Sternum fracture by car accident. The
compress relieved me from much of my pain.
Could breathe better immediately. The whole
pressure was gone.
20. M. B., f., 71: Arthrosis of the knee – no longer
require injections.
21. D. D., f., 79: Herpes zoster 7 years ago, recurring
severe pain in the area one year ago. Injections
and tablets brought no improvements. 90%
improvement within 4 days. Application nightly.
No ailments at all on some days.
22. A. K., m., 68: In short time, the compress healed
by allergic eczema.
23. A. S., f., 38: Pain, swelling, hematoma in right leg,
from the groin to the mid lower leg, unknown
cause, various diagnoses: thrombosis, torn
meniscus, irritation of the muscle insertion, torn
muscle fiber. Alleviation of pain, reduction of
swelling and inhibition of inflammation over
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night! Cured after 4 days!
Headaches → Relief ith
i utes. Stomach
aches of ou hild → pain-free within 30 minutes.
Morning cough of an asthmatic child → oughfree within 10 minutes.
24. N. N., f., ?: Fresh surgery scars (on stomach) heal
very quickly, swelling has vanished entirely after
applying compress overnight.
25. L. H., f., 81: Sciatica and shoulder-arm-syndrome
for 10 years. Have been almost immobilized by
pain since three years, all bones hurt despite
intensive orthopedic care. Relief overnight.
Walking, lying and sitting once again possible. All
other complaints, stomach aches among others,
remedied with the second compress. Ever since
using the compress, I have not taken any more
pharmaceutical drugs and not undergone further
orthopedic therapy.
26. A. O., f., 63: Trigeminal neuralgia since 3 months,
considerable relief after 10 minutes.
27. G. K., f., 72: Joint pain and others, Sciatica. The
result is astonishing every single time. I can speak
of a cure, entirely without pharmaceutical drugs.
A since thank you.
28. B. B., f., 50: Noticeable relief within minutes
against hay fever when placing the compress over
the swollen eyes.
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29. L. H., f., 53: No pain and swelling subsequent to a
dental jaw surgery, only six hours with the
compress!
30. In a holistically oriented dental clinic, more than
1000 cases in which the bion-pads® (bion-pad®
tooth = special shape) were utilized in cases of
tooth ache, aphthae, gum ulceration, jaw surgery
post-op conditions and conditions after too
extraction have been observed and documented.
The reliable effect, lack of pain after surgery or
extraction, significantly increased wound healing
and smooth scar formation were all noticeable.
Patient satisfaction and savings in
pharmaceuticals were correspondingly positive,
as was of course compliance.
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